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Improve Productivity & Efficiency
with AnswerHub’s Slack Integration!
Your team uses Slack every day - Why not
make it easier to find answers to questions
that are asked across the enterprise?
• Reduce distractions, repeated questions, and
corporate drag to make Slack more efficient
• Improve productivity and eliminate tool switching
• Find answers to questions posted in Slack more
efficiently using AnswerHub
• Get notified instantly when new questions &
answers are available
Improve your Slack experience with
AnswerHub’s NEW Two-Way Integration
Tap into your collective company knowledge from within
Slack without wasting time sifting through unrelated
threads or pulling a team member away from their work.
AnswerHub’s integration with Slack empowers team
members to find information without leaving their
current workstreams, which means more productivity
and more tribal knowledge being shared.
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How Does It Work:
Ask questions directly in Slack
AnswerHub fits directly into your existing Slack workflow. Reduce context and tool switching by using /ah ask to ask a
question directly in Slack and have it appear in AnswerHub. The question will have a Slack badge in AnswerHub to show
where it originated, and can be filtered by the Source Origin as well for reporting purposes.
Receive Notifications in Slack
Increase knowledge sharing by receiving instant, customizable Slack notifications for the following activities: Questions,
Answers, Comments, and Mentions.
Easily Connect Your Slack workspace with AnswerHub
Using our Messaging Integration Framework, seamlessly connect your Slack workspace with AnswerHub and map your
channels into your spaces within AnswerHub.

Why Companies Use AnswerHub in Conjunction with Slack:
Intelligent Search
Tags and keywords allow team members to quickly and easily find relevant answers to their questions. The ability to search
by Source Origin also allows team members to search for questions that were initially asked in either Slack or AnswerHub.
Up-to-the-minute information
Answers have prominent timestamps which are easily updatable, so team members can trust that the answers they find are
the most up to date and accurate.
Integrated workflows
AnswerHub provides a single source of knowledge that feeds into developers' existing workflows, such as Slack. Developers
can spend more time developing and less time searching multiple tools for an answer.

Watch the Video

Request a Demo
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